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Diagnostic value of sural nerve biopsy in chronic inflammatory demyelinating polyneuropathy

D S M Molenaar, M Vermeulen, R de Haan

Abstract
Objective—To investigate the additional diagnostic value of sural nerve biopsy of 64 patients in whom chronic inflammatory demyelinating polyneuropathy (CIDP) was considered, as sural nerve biopsy is recommended in the research criteria of an ad hoc subcommittee to diagnose CIDP.

Methods—Firstly, the additional diagnostic value of sural nerve biopsy was analysed with multivariate logistic regression. Six clinical features (remitting course, symmetric sensorimotor neuropathy in arms and legs, areflexia, raised CSF protein concentration, nerve conduction studies consistent with demyelination, and absence of comorbidity or relevant laboratory abnormalities) were entered into a logistic model. Afterwards, all significant features identified from this model, as well as the results of sural nerve biopsy were forced into a second logistic model. Secondly, the diagnostic performance of a neurologist experienced in diagnosis of peripheral nerve disorders was studied by receiver operating characteristics (ROC) curve analysis.

Results—The results of the first logistic analysis showed that CSF protein concentration >1 g/l (odds ratio (OR)=38.5) and neurophysiological studies consistent with demyelination (OR=51.7) were strong predictors of CIDP. When forcing the significant features and the sural nerve biopsy data into the model, an independent predictive value of sural nerve biopsy could not be found. The neurologist was able to discriminate patients with and without CIDP (area under the curve (AUC)=0.95). His diagnostic performance did not improve significantly by offering him the results of sural nerve biopsy.

Conclusion—Any additional diagnostic value of sural nerve biopsy in the diagnosis of CIDP could not be shown.

Methods
Medical records were reviewed of patients from seven university hospitals in The Netherlands who underwent a sural nerve biopsy between 1989 and 1994. Included in the study were patients in whom CIDP was considered in the differential diagnosis before sural nerve biopsy. Sural nerve biopsies were processed and assessed according to standard techniques, including teased fibre preparations. Electron microscopy was carried out when the neuropathologist considered that this was necessary. Excluded were patients with an appropriate history of drug or toxic exposure known to cause peripheral neuropathy, with a known family history of peripheral neuropathy, and with incomplete data on clinical signs and symptoms, blood tests, CSF tests, electrophysiological studies, biopsy studies, response to treatment, and clinical course after biopsy.
ASSESSMENT OF CLINICAL FEATURES AND SURAL NERVE BIOPSY
Six clinical features, from the period before sural nerve biopsy was performed, were extracted from the medical records. The features were the presence of (1) relapsing course; (2) symmetric sensorimotor neuropathy in arms and legs; (3) areflexia of all four limbs; (4) raised CSF protein concentration (moderately (0.5–1.0 g/l) and highly (>1.0 g/l) raised); (5) neurophysiological studies consistent with CIDP; and (6) relevant comorbidity or relevant abnormalities in laboratory tests that were sufficient to explain the occurrence of peripheral neuropathy. Neurophysiological studies were considered consistent with CIDP if there was a non-uniform pattern of abnormalities and if three of the following four abnormalities were shown: (a) slowed nerve conduction velocity, defined as less than 75% of the lower limit of normal, of at least one motor nerve in the arms; (b) partial conduction block in one or more motor nerves, defined as difference of at least 30% in compound muscle action potential (peak to peak) recorded after stimulation at proximal and distal segments and provided that the potential after distal stimulation is more than 1.0 mV peak to peak; (c) prolonged distal latency of more than 130% of the upper limit of normal in one or more motor nerves in the arms; and (d) prolonged F wave of more than 350% of the upper limit of normal in one or more motor nerves. The abnormalities were modified from the neurophysiological criteria of Albers and Kelly. Instead of the presence of decreased nerve conduction velocity in at least two motor nerves, irrespective of arm or leg nerves, we used its presence in at least one motor nerve in the arm as the criterion. For prolonged distal latency we also used presence in at least one motor nerve in the arms as a criterion instead of its presence in at least two motor nerves, irrespective of arm or leg nerves.

The reports of sural nerve biopsies were reviewed in a random order without knowledge of the patient’s clinical data. The conclusions of the neuropathologist were classified as: (1) Not consistent with CIDP—that is, either with abnormalities suggestive of another diagnosis or with no or no specific abnormalities; and (2) consistent with CIDP—that is, with demyelination or with both demyelination and cellular infiltrates.

ASSESSMENT OF THE DIAGNOSTIC BEHAVIOUR OF A NEUROLOGIST
Firstly, a neurologist experienced in diagnosis of peripheral nerve disorders (MV) reviewed the clinical data of each patient from the period before sural nerve biopsy and recorded the following clinical diagnoses: No CIDP; CIDP with low probability; CIDP with moderate probability; CIDP with high probability; and almost definite CIDP. The within observer reliability of his diagnostic behaviour was assessed within a subsample of the patients at least two months after he had recorded the first diagnosis.

Two months after the first assessment without the results of sural nerve biopsy, the same clinical data were presented to the same neurologist in a randomly selected order, but this time in combination with the conclusions of the biopsy reports. Again, the neurologist recorded a diagnosis as mentioned previously.

APPROACH TO GOLD STANDARD
Follow up data of all patients, consisting of clinical course after biopsy, response to treatment, and diagnosis established by the treating neurologist, were screened. The final diagnosis—(1) a diagnosis other than CIDP or (2) CIDP—was based on a relapsing, remitting course after biopsy or a beneficial response to treatment with either intravenous immunoglobulin (IVIg), plasma exchange, or prednisone in patients with clinical signs and symptoms of CIDP. When these data were unequivocal, the diagnosis established by the neurologist who treated the patient was decisive.

Analysis
The patients’ demographic characteristics and clinical features were analysed with descriptive statistics.

ANALYSIS OF OBJECTIVE DIAGNOSTIC VALUE OF THE CLINICAL FEATURES AND SURAL NERVE BIOPSY
For each of the six clinical features, as well as the biopsy, we calculated sensitivity (the proportion of patients with CIDP who had a positive test result), specificity (the proportion of patients who did not have CIDP and had a negative test result), and positive likelihood ratios (LRs) for CIDP. A positive LR refers to the odds of a positive diagnostic test result in a patient with CIDP compared with a patient without CIDP.

Next, we entered the six clinical features into a logistic model to identify all significant (p<0.20) features. These significant features, as well as the conclusions of sural nerve biopsy reports were additionally forced into a second logistic model. The effect sizes of both models were expressed as odds ratios. The odds ratio approximate how much more likely (or unlikely) CIDP is among patients with the characteristic of interest than among patients without that characteristic.

ANALYSIS OF DIAGNOSTIC BEHAVIOUR OF A NEUROLOGIST
The diagnostic performance of the neurologist himself in terms of within observer reliability was assessed with weighted Kappa statistics (κ), which expresses the proportion of agreement beyond chance. Values for κ can be arbitrarily interpreted as poor (κ < 0.20), fair (κ = 0.21–0.40), moderate (κ = 0.41–0.60), substantial (κ = 0.61–0.80), or almost perfect (κ = 0.81–1.00).

The diagnostic behaviour of the neurologist was studied by receiver operating characteristics (ROC) curve analyses. In this case, the ROC curve depicts how successfully the neurologist was able to discriminate patients with and without CIDP by plotting the sensitivity of his
**Table 1** Diagnoses other than CIDP in 41 patients

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diagnosis</th>
<th>Patients (n)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vasculitis neuropathy</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neuropathy with monoclonal gammopathy of undetermined significance</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple sclerosis and neuropathy</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inherited neuropathy</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neuropathy with non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myotonic dystrophy with neuropathy</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lyme neuropathy</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcohol neuropathy</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guillain-Barré syndrome</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neuropathy of unknown aetiology:</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronic idiopathic axonal polyneuropathy**</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not classified</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No neuropathy</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Results**

**DESCRIPTION OF DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PATIENTS**

Sixty four patients fulfilled the inclusion criteria listed in the methods section. There were 37 males and 27 females, aged 4–80 (median 54.0) years. Onset of disease before biopsy ranged from one month to 11 years (median 11.5 months). The median follow up period of all patients was three months (range 0.5–67 months) after the biopsy had been taken.

**DESCRIPTION OF FOLLOW UP DATA AND CONCLUSIONS OF SURAL NERVE BIOPSY REPORTS**

According to the approach to the gold standard 23 patients had CIDP and 41 had another diagnosis. Nineteen of 23 patients with CIDP had sural nerve biopsies that were normal (one), showed axonal degeneration and regeneration (six), or were suggestive of vasculitis (two). Neither of the two biopsies suggestive of vasculitis were studied with electron microscopy, but histometry was performed in the biopsy of the first patient. This patient had a chronic progressive symmetric sensorimotor neuropathy, areflexia, raised CSF protein concentration (>1 g/l), and neurophysiological studies consistent with demyelination. She was pregnant at the onset of the neuropathy. The evidence for CIDP seemed strong by neurological signs and symptoms, CSF protein concentration, and neurophysiological data and therefore the results of sural nerve biopsy were disregarded. Neurological signs and symptoms did not improve after IVIg but did improve after prednisone. The follow up period after biopsy was 20 months, in which the treating neurologist did not change the diagnosis of CIDP. The other patient with a biopsy suggestive of vasculitis had a symmetric, predominant sensory neuropathy, areflexia, raised CSF protein concentration, and physiological studies consistent with demyelination. He had a history of gastric carcinoma. After biopsy he was first diagnosed as having non-systemic vasculitis neuropathy. Treatment with high dose prednisone and cyclosporin was not effective. After cessation of cyclosporin, however, neurological signs and symptoms deteriorated. The treating neurologist reconsidered the diagnosis non-systemic vasculitis and diagnosed CIDP. After follow up of 67 months, the diagnosis of CIDP was not changed.

In the group of patients with a diagnosis other than CIDP, biopsy results of nine patients were consistent with CIDP. Two of these patients had multiple sclerosis and neuropathy. These patients had no symmetric sensorimotor neuropathy of the arms and legs, no areflexia, and physiological studies were not consistent with demyelination. Their biopsies showed demyelination. Clinical evidence did not seem strong enough to diagnose the patients as having CIDP associated with multiple sclerosis. Other diagnoses after follow up were Guillain-Barré syndrome, polyneuropathy with monoclonal gammopathy of IgM type, neuropathy with non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma, and neuropathy with Lyme’s disease, each in one patient, and three patients were diagnosed as having neuropathy of unknown aetiology. The neurologists who followed up the last three
patients did not consider immunomodulating treatment. Seven patients in this group with another diagnosis than CIDP had sural nerve biopsies without abnormalities and 18 patients had sural nerve biopsies with signs of axonal degeneration and regeneration. Other diagnoses suggested by biopsy were vasculitis (six), hereditary motor and sensory neuropathy (HMSN) (one), and paraprotein neuropathy with IgM deposits (one).

**OBJECTIVE DIAGNOSTIC VALUE OF SIX CLINICAL FEATURES AND SURAL NERVE BIOPSY**

Table 2 shows the sensitivity, specificity, and positive LR for CIDP of the six clinical features and sural nerve biopsy. 

Four of the six clinical features were more specific than sensitive, as was sural nerve biopsy. Relatively high sensitivity rates were seen in the presence of raised CSF protein concentration and neurophysiological studies consistent with CIDP. A relatively high rate of both sensitivity and specificity was found in neurophysiological studies consistent with CIDP. Our criteria required the demonstration of slowed motor nerve conduction velocities in at least one motor nerve of the arms; if these were present, the values were also abnormal in motor nerves of the legs. The highest positive LR for CIDP were seen in highly raised CSF protein concentration and neurophysiological studies consistent with CIDP.

Table 3 shows the results of two logistic regression models. In the first model all six clinical features were entered. Highly raised CSF protein concentrations, neurophysiological studies consistent with CIDP, and, not surprisingly, absence of comorbidity were strong predictors of CIDP. The significant clinical features (p<0.20) as identified from the first logistic model were forced into the second model, as were the conclusions of sural nerve biopsy reports. The same clinical features turned out to be important predictive factors. An independent predictive ability of the sural nerve biopsy could not be shown. In other words, when adjusting for the important clinical features, we could not show that patients with sural nerve biopsy consistent with CIDP were more likely to have CIDP than patients with a negative sural nerve biopsy.

**DIAGNOSTIC BEHAVIOUR OF THE NEUROLOGIST**

The diagnostic performance of the neurologist in terms of within observer reliability based on a subsample of 24 patients was κ=0.92 (95% CI 0.85–0.99). The figure shows the results of the neurologists’s diagnostic behaviour. The neurologist was able to discriminate patients with and without CIDP (AUC=0.95; 95% CI 0.90–1.00). His diagnostic performance was not improved any further by offering him additional information about sural nerve biopsy (AUC=0.95; 95% CI 0.90–1.00).

As a consequence of the biopsy reports, the neurologist who reviewed the medical records changed his decision in five patients. The first three patients had CIDP and the last two patients had another diagnosis. Histometry was performed on the biopsies of all three patients with CIDP. Patient I was diagnosed as having almost definite CIDP before biopsy. After biopsy, which showed some abnormalities suggestive of vasculitis, the neurologist changed the diagnosis into no CIDP. Patient II was diagnosed as having highly probable CIDP before biopsy. The biopsy, which was also analysed with electron microscopy showed mixed demyelinating and axonal changes and inflammatory infiltrates, which made the neurologist decide to diagnose him as having definite CIDP. Patient III was diagnosed as having CIDP with moderate probability before biopsy and as having CIDP with high probability after biopsy, which had shown mixed demyelinating and axonal changes. Patient IV was diagnosed as having CIDP with moderate probability before biopsy and as having CIDP with low probability after biopsy, which had shown axonal degeneration. Patient V was first diagnosed as having low probability of CIDP. The biopsy, which was also analysed with electron microscopy, showed features of vasculitis, which made the neurologist change the diagnosis into no CIDP.

**Discussion**

In this study we investigated the additional diagnostic value of the most invasive diagnostic procedure for the diagnosis of CIDP—sural nerve
It is difficult to compare the percentage of demyelination found in sural nerve biopsies in our group of patients with CIDP with that found in other groups of patients with the disease.\textsuperscript{15,16} We relied on the conclusion of the neuropathologist, and found that 61% of patients with CIDP had sural nerve biopsies with demyelination. Barohn \textit{et al} reported predominantly demyelination in 48%, mixed demyelination and axonal changes in 13%, predominantly axonal changes in 21%, and no abnormalities in 18% of sural nerve biopsies of patients with CIDP.\textsuperscript{17} Kendel \textit{et al} reported predominantly demyelination in 50% of sural nerve biopsies of 14 patients with CIDP.\textsuperscript{8}

This study was not performed to investigate sensitivity and specificity of sural nerve biopsy in CIDP. In fact, we specifically focused on the additional diagnostic value of sural nerve biopsy in CIDP, which means that we investigated whether sural nerve biopsy increases the probability of the diagnosis CIDP. The design of the study simulated clinical practice, as sural nerve biopsy is usually performed when all other test results are known. Both objective and subjective analyses showed that sural nerve biopsy is a weak diagnostic test. Therefore, sural nerve biopsy is not helpful in confirming the diagnosis of CIDP irrespective of whether there is considerable doubt or almost certainty about the diagnosis of CIDP before biopsy. We conclude that there is no reason to include sural nerve biopsy in research criteria of CIDP, and that sural nerve biopsy has no value in clinical practice to confirm the diagnosis CIDP before embarking on immunosuppressive treatment.
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Brown-Séquard, the son of an American sea captain and a French woman, was born on the island of Mauritius. Mauritius had formerly been French but it was British at the time of Brown-Séquard’s birth, making him a British subject. He practised at varying times in Paris, Mauritius, London, and New York. He remained longer (four and a half years) at The National Hospital in London of which he was a founder physician, than at any other place or in any other post until 14 years later when he succeeded Claude Bernard in his final appointment as Professor of Medicine at the College de France. He took his medical degree in Paris in 1846 with a thesis on the study of reflex movements and the functions of the columns of the spinal cord.

Brown-Séquard is largely remembered for his work on the spinal cord, which culminated in his classic rendition of the symptoms manifest by hemisection of the cord (1850, 1851). After his initial studies he continued to investigate the mode and site of conduction of motor and sensory impulses in the spinal cord and together with Türck laid the foundation of the anatomy and function of the spinal cord. Brown-Séquard’s second important contribution to neurology comprised studies on sympathetic control of the vasomotor mechanisms. In 1852 he gave a series of lectures in Philadelphia in which he described contraction of the blood vessels of the face after galvanic stimulation of the cervical sympathetic nerves. This discovery proved embarrassing to Claude Bernard, who later reported the same discovery and misinterpreted the findings, unaware of Brown-Séquard’s work. A series of experiments (published 1856) demonstrated the connection between the excision of the adrenal glands and Addison’s disease. It is for this work that he is probably best known.

In his studies of epilepsy (1856) he sought the cause and treatment for the disease and, in so doing, was among the first to advocate bromides in the treatment of epilepsy. By the 1860s Brown-Sequard was recognised as an authority and expert on all diseases of the nervous system. He continued experimenting until the end of his 77th year. During his tenure of the Professorship at the College de France, he investigated the possibility of prolonging human life by the use of extracts prepared from the testes of different animals. This led to many abuses, the commercialisation of the products, and much unfavourable publicity. Brown-Şéquard became convinced from his imperfect experiments that not only the thyroid but also the adrenal, pancreas, liver, spleen and kidneys had internal secretions that could be employed in the treatment of disease. The term internal secretions was not his own but the creation of Claude Bernard, but Brown-Séquard’s work gave great stimulus to the continuing studies.

He was honoured philatelically by Mauritius, the country of his birth, on the centenary of his death in 1994 (Stanley Gibbons 903, Scott 786).